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SPIRITED WORDS 

The newly married couple had put their wish lists for wedding gifts online.  They were thankful 

that there was a delight in their union that led to it being celebrated with the presence of family 

and friends as well as presents from family and friends.  But as they were unwrapping one of 

their gifts, they glanced at one another with a quizzical look – is that something their partner had 

put on the list or is it something beyond what was expected and just what is it?   

Then comes that awkward moment when the one who gave the gift is now giving  the couple the 

look that asks, “Well, what do you think?  Are you thrilled?”  And the diplomatic response that 

looks for words is something like, “How thoughtful!  I’m sure it will come in handy.”  If only I 

could think what in the world this is.  Pity the poor person who is writing down for the couple 

who gave what particular gifts so they can come back and write their thank you notes later.  

Jesus had told his followers to expect a certain other kind of gift to be coming their way.  Then 

on the day of Pentecost, they were startled when they heard something - the sound of a rushing 

wind.  They were surprised when they saw something – fiery tongues resting upon each one of 

them, whatever that was.  Luke wrote it down for them to express their gratitude later, but he 

wasn’t sure what to call it.  Then they were amazed to be filled with something – the Holy Spirit, 

we are told.  After that they were shocked to be saying something that was not in their native 

tongue, but in a variety of languages they had not known before.  What kind of gift was this?   

There are people who suggest that the primary gift that day was one of power.  Jesus had told 

them that they would receive power when the Holy Spirit had come upon them.  The sounds of 

the wind and of the variety of languages they had been empowered to speak were what drew the 

attention of the crowd there in the city.  Those witnesses found that mysterious power amazing 

and bewildering.  Certainly a group that had run and hidden while Jesus was on trial and was 

being crucified needed to be empowered.       

Pentecost may demonstrate some kind of power, but it’s a different kind of power than most look 

for and admire.  If there is power that comes at Pentecost, it’s more like the power of Jesus that 

takes on a certain vulnerability and openness.  When the newborn church demonstrated its 

Pentecostal gift, a key response was one of disdain.  Did you notice one of the main responses 



when the church showed its Pentecostal gift?  They sneered as they poked one other in the ribs 

and said, “Look, they’re all drunk.”  What kind of power leads to such an assessment? 

Some would say that the gift of the outpouring of God’s Spirit was that these followers of Jesus 

were suddenly filled with passion and energy.  No group can accomplish much without such 

gifts.  Is that what that day of Pentecost was about?  Certainly for the church to come into being, 

passion and energy would be needed, and they are needed today as well.     

Right before this pivotal day occurred, the 120 or so believers were together in Jerusalem to 

figure out who would replace Judas as one of the twelve leaders.  Right after this day, we are told 

the core group, along with new believers, were devoted to learning from the apostles, spending 

time getting to know each other, that they broke bread and prayed together, and that they 

practiced acts of generosity to address those who had material needs.  So this account of 

Pentecost comes soon after the election of officers and just before Christian education, 

fellowship, worship, and service practices.  Whatever the gift is, it comes between organization 

and mission, in the midst of what we are frequently doing here.   

As we look back over the account, the mystifying gift that comes to and defines the church on 

Pentecost is not some kind of power that would enthrall those beyond the church, and it’s not 

simply some heavenly outpouring of adrenaline that energizes the group.  Rather, the primary 

gift that comes is one that churched and un-churched peoples both need – the gift of a message 

that can connect.  The church began to speak.  I’m not saying that the gift was to become 

loquacious and chatty.  In the passage from Joel that helped the church understand what had 

happened, God declares, “I will pour out my Spirit upon all flesh, and your sons and your 

daughters shall prophesy.”  By God’s grace, the church was given an ability to speak to a world 

that had experienced all kinds of brokenness, that allowed itself to be separated by diverse 

backgrounds, opinions, and languages.  The church began to speak in a way that could connect 

where other messages would fall short.  That’s because it was communicating good news in a 

way that a diverse people could understand, proclaiming the presence of God that brought hope 

to situations of despair, that demonstrated care in an uncaring context.  In a world that had 

defined power as the ability to take life, here was a message that gave life, that overcame deathly 

ways through recounting and reliving the story of One who had been resurrected.   

When the Swiss-American psychiatrist, Elizabeth Kubler-Ross was writing her famous book on 

death and dying, part of her research involved interviewing dying patients in the hospital, trying 

to find out what they thought and how they felt as they were facing death.  As she went from 

room to room, she began to notice a remarkable pattern.  Sometimes she would go into a dying 

person’s room and the person would be calm, at peace, and tranquil.  She also began to notice 

that often this was after the patient’s room had been cleaned by a certain hospital orderly.  One 

day, Dr. Kubler-Ross happened to run into this orderly in the hospital corridor, and she said to 

her, “What are you doing with my patients?” 



The orderly thought she was being reprimanded by the doctor, and she said, “I’m not doing 

anything with your patients.”  “No, no,” responded Dr. Kubler-Ross. “It’s a good thing.  After 

you go into their rooms, they seem to be at peace.  What are you doing with my patients?”  “I 

just talk to them,” the orderly said. “You know, I’ve had two babies of my own die on my lap.  

But God never abandoned me.  I tell them that.  I tell them that they aren’t alone, that God is 

with them, and that they don’t have to be afraid.” 
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That’s part of the message you and I have been given to deliver – one that powerfully allows us 

to admit whatever may be our own sense of loss, but that also communicates a confidence, a 

faith that the God who overcomes our fears is with us in a way that doesn’t just energize us, but 

that changes our whole understanding of the world of which we are a part.  It’s a message that 

can go beyond obstacles of differences of language and background.  God gives us such the gift 

of a Spirited message to share.  That’s the gift that came at Pentecost that it makes sense to 

unwrap, a gift in which we can take delight, and which is to be used, now that we know what it 

is.     
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 From a story shared by Tom Long; http://day1.org/3822-whats_the_gift 
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